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Hall 8, E32 

Creative business 

At Image & Process we translate processes into images. 

 

We engineer audiovisual tools which help take on business challenges.  

Our offices have been established in Lyon since 1999: a production platform for business videos, 3D 

animation features and even VR content.  

We can bring out the best of your technology while highlighting its value.  

 

To us value lies in steam...  

In the industrial sector, noticeable edges are scarcely interesting. 

What about components? It is a bit better, but this is still the mechanical vision, not the challenge or 

the subject.  

Take a turbine, its value is in steam, the challenge here is energy. 

 

We conceive and produce films, mixing virtual and real scenes to showcase your steam... we also 

take care of all the broadcasting means, from pencil to pixel. 

 

We offer multiple ways to broadcast your steam: 

VR space: UxPlorer® 

Interactive video: MediaTool® 

Video: Video 4 business® 

 

UxPlorer, “The Business Ship”  

It is our immersive circular space of about 20m² which transports your clients to the heart of your 

processes, your project or know-how. 
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UxPlorer is an innovative ship, it is perfect to animate: 

- Events 

- Professional exhibitions or shows 

- Virtual visitor tours 

- Show rooms 

 

 

We create a super-duper experience, Wow!!  

As you go through the threshold, visitors are projected into another universe, your universe.   

You are providing information  

in an immersed story-driven tour which is visually pleasing while making it easy to learn. 

They memorize. 

It makes a strong impression, the information is detailed and not one to soon be forgotten. 

 

UxPlorer brings people together, the experience has started, and the ship navigates through your 

knowledge while making strong business connections. 

Mediatool ® 

This is a daily powerful tool used for negotiation. 

MediaTool is structured in thematic video clips. It is an interactive tool giving access to global 

information at first and then direct access to precise information themes. 

 

Mediatool is an interactive virtual course on either a PC or iPad. 

 

It is our go to tool used for project presentations that take place in challenging environments. It is 

perceived that quality makes it aesthetical while information remains educational.  

Video4business ® 

This is a basic tool for business communication. 

It is a universal tool allowing for massive broadcasting and extreme portability.  

Video 4 Business preserves the same spirit focusing on turning industrial concepts into images.  

 

Lost in translation? Don’t worry! With Video 4 Business the information is universal and targets the 

whole audience, the message is clear. 

 

This tool is about mixing and compositing virtual scenes designed by our graphic team, with real 

scenes conceived by our directors. Real scenes are shot in our chromatic studio or on site by our 

camera crew. Scenes are then edited on our set. Our know-how is completely insourced! 
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